




Leadership and Strategy Game

Supply, Equipment, Ammunition 
game and mission game

Protection game and convention 
(elimination)

5 Men 5 Women

2 team that contains 10 person
A fierce struggle in di�cult natural 
conditions.

Their commanders will train and 
prepare them for missions

2 people out of  4  will climb to the final stage.  
Then unite with other 5 people

Remaining contestant will start to individual games 
later in the each game there will be one eliminated 
person (number can vary )  at the end of games 
consisting of at least 2 stages  the champion will be  
determined

The winning contestant wins the money 
accumulated in their team's safe in mission games.

Each week one person will be 
eliminated.

Teams will be remain 5 to 4
( Numbers can vary )

A team with 4 people will play 
elimination game
in inside of themselves.

IF YOU DON’T HAVE WARRIOR SOUL
HERE IS  NOT YOUR PLACE!





 Operation, competition format Two teams of 10, consisting of 5 women and 5 men, 
will receive military training, drill and tactical training from their commanders in two 

separate camp areas. They will try to join the SST (Selected Warrior Team) by passing 
psychological tests with 1 meal a day in cruel natural conditions. The team that wins 

the Supply/Equipment award will have 2 meals and one person from the team that lost 
the Mission game will be eliminated. These games will be played with Airsoft guns and 

rifles, which are called toys that look exactly like real guns. The toys are played with 
bead bullets called bb (bibi), which can easly decompose in nature and does not have 
any harm to the nature. Weapons works with electricity and gas. Certain safety rules, 

including Airsoft other goggles and face protection accessories.
 

FORMATSummary





Teams will play a 
leadership game within 
themselves. The games will 
change every week and 
there will be military 
games.
the leader of the two teams 
will play the leadership 
game and the winner
will decide which way to 
start the attack/defense or 
where will be their
starting position on that 
weeks game.

Supply bags and equipment-ammunition 
boxes are left on the playground at least 
50 meters apart.
There are 2 options when two teams 
enter the field from equal distances.
Option 1 is to reach the bag or the safe 
before the players are marked (without 
being hit) and reach the team's safe zone. 
Option 2 is to knocking the opposing 
team completely out of the game by 
marking (shooting). The team that gets 
the supply bag will spend the week with 2 
meals a day. The team that reaches the 
equipment safe will have an important 
advantage in mission games by obtaining 
extra BB, weapons, accessories, etc. 
rewards. The contestant who finds the 
bag and the safe wins extra prizes.

Every week, the missions from the 
sst commanders will be reported 
to the commanders with di�erent 
venues and games. Teams will 
determine their strategies and try 
to win games such as 
headquarters raids, bomb 
defusing, hostage rescue, rocket 
interception, and access to 
important information. The losing 
team plays the protection game, 
the name of the winning 
competitor cannot be written in 
the voting, some money is loaded 
into the safe of the winning team.

LEADERSHIP

GAME

SUPPLY EQUIPMENT GAME MISSION AND

PROTECTION GAME

IF YOU DON’T HAVE WARRIOR SOUL
HERE IS  NOT YOUR PLACE!





 In the leadership games, we will recognize the character traits of the competitors 
and follow their changes, we will see their struggle to be the leader and their power 

struggles and performances.

When we come to the subject of Supply – Equipment. i�erent things await us. We 
will follow the strategies of the teams, what is important to them is supplies or 

equipment? Lots of action, lots of adventure, and we'll watch what they can a�ord 
to win.

A real psychological warfare! We make computer games a reality. We bring the 
digital world and the real world together. When we come to the convention 

(elimination), we have a very di�erent story from the first two stages. Intrigue, 
gossip, changing power balances, character conflicts, e�orts to bring oneself to the 

fore, groupings, disintegration, chaos, backstages behind each other, farewell of 
the eliminated contestant, sadness, happiness, unfinished dreams and stories.
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FIRST 4 EPISODERatings



FIRST 4 EPISODERatings



Broadcast Day
At least 2 day of week

Broadcast Time
Pt 1 or pt 2 

Broadcast Starting Time
First episode in the beggining of summer season 
may- june

Broadcast Length
90- 120 min

Minimum Episode Number :
16 Episode

Possible Sponsor Option

In Supply-Equipment games and 
training. energy drinks, vitamins, 

sports food and beverages, all kinds 
of food production consumption 
brands, (ice cream, cold drink etc 

awards since it is summer season ( 
sports shoes and clothes. Camping 
and nature materials. Kitchen tools 

for cooking in nature, land to be used 
in field games) and camping 

tools.Computer game companies 
(Pubg etc.)

TVF�



Broadcast Length
40 - 60 min

Episode Number
At least 16 episode

Possible Sponsor options

In Supply-Equipment games and training. energy drinks, 
vitamins, sports food and beverages, all kinds of food 

production consumption brands, (ice cream, cold drink etc 
awards since it is summer season ( sports shoes and clothes. 
Camping and nature materials. Kitchen tools for cooking in 

nature, land to be used in field games) and camping 
tools.Computer game companies (Pubg etc.)

 

DIGITAL CHANNELSF�



INNOVATIONS

Seeing the entire playground for games. At least 3 di�erent concept plateaus will 
be established with fixed and robot cameras. The audience will be able to see all 
the actions, mistakes and strategies while watching the game and the players will 

be able to adapt to the excitement of the game more quickly and easily.
 

RED Team GREENTeam
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